
Passover in the Desert Sample Packing List 
 

General Notes 
As temperatures and weather conditions can vary from corporate predictions, one should always be prepared for  
any conditions.  Though temperatures this time of year are typically in mid-70s during the day to mid-40s at night,  
be prepared for at least +/- 10 degrees from these averages.  Be prepared to encounter near-freezing temperatures  
at night! 
 
Please bring one box of firewood per car with you, so we would have enough firewood for the weekend. 
 
Eating / Cooking Gear 
This is an environmentally friendly event, please no one-time use dishes and utensils. 

� plate/bowl 
� pots/pans 
� drinking cup/mug for hot beverages 
� stove 
� spoon 
� knife 
� fork 
� garbage bags 

 
Water  

� 2 Gallon per day (for drinking and washing dishes)  
 
Clothing Articles 

� waterproof boots 
� sports shoes (sneakers) 
� socks (prepare to 'double-sock' on those frigid nights) 
� underwear 
� undershirt 
� long underwear (thermal) leggings 
� long underwear (thermal) for torso 
� wind/water-proof legs shell 
� wind/water-proof torso shell 
� warm sweater 
� shorts 
� hat to keep off the sun 
� hat to keep out the cold (fuzzy, warm, woolen hat or equivalent) 
� bathing suit (there is a hot springs that can be driven to) 

 
Sleeping Gear 

� tent 
� waterproof ground cloth for under tent 
� insulation pad 
� sleeping bag 
� we will have 2 structures that will provide shade ( a dome and a carport garage), but if you decide to  

bring your own shade structure we recommend something like this  
 

http://www.target.com/p/coleman-instant-canopy-screenwall-accessory/-/A-12034388#prodSlot=medium_1_2


General Equipment 
� flashlight 
� extra batteries for flashlight 
� toothbrush 
� toothpaste 
� sunscreen lotion 
� insect repellant 
� lip balm 
� towel 
� sunglasses 
� hand-sanitizer / soap 
� toilet paper 
� first aid kit 
� personal medications 
� lighter/matches 
� umbrella 

 


